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Even the smartest 
among us can feel inept 
as we fail to figure out 
which light switch or 
oven burner to turn on, 
or whether to push, 
pull, or slide a door. 
The fault lies in 
product design.”

Don Norman

“





“We get that this is not the optimal 
experience [for the customer.] We 
all get that in this room. But we’re 
going to have to pick our battles.”
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IDEATION INNOVATION





WEGA  our first super-client, 1971-78

Concept 51k



PROJECT SNOW WHITE  described Apple’s future product vision and a global search for a design partner







MAYBAUM  home appliances

1973

Xerox markets first hand-held “mouse,” a time-saving device for giving computer commands
Roe v. Wade makes abortion a US constitutional right

 OPEC announces oil restrictions for countries supporting Israel, causing prices to increase 200%



YAMAHA  FZ750cc “rana” motorcycle

1984

Apple Computer introduces “Macintosh,” list price US$2,495
Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi is assassinated

Michael Jackson releases “Thriller,” winning 8 Grammy awards



HANSGROHE  tribel hand shower and bathroom fixtures, 1972



HEAD  sporting goods, 1993



a new chapter



CITIBANK  ATM redesign, 1995-96



DELL  dell.com, 1999-2003





“human-centered design”



“user-centered design”



“usability”



User-centered innovation



Empathy
“Sensing another’s emotions.” 

Daniel Goleman
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Mental Models



IDEATION INNOVATION



“We get that this is not the optimal 
experience [for the customer.] We 
all get that in this room. But we’re 
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IDEATION INNOVATION



What makes a company 
good at bringing 
innovation to market?



Our mental model of 
companies is wrong.



Our mental model of 
companies is wrong.

This incorrect mental model is an 
obstacle to successful innovation.



Corporations are people, my friend.

Source: New York Times



Company as Collection 
of Rational Agents



Rational Agents Model
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Rational Agents Model

Leadership = “Go there”

Managers execute on the vision

Success is correlated with smarts of leaders/managers

Decisions based on what’s best for the company
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Big 
Ideas
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Big 
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Big 
Ideas

Hard 
Work Success+ =

The Dream Big 
Hypothesis of Innovation



Bigger, 
better 
ideas

Corollary #1:
Innovation Consulting Theory

Cheerleading+ More 
Success=



Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, 
committed citizens can change the world. 
Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.

Margaret Mead

Corollary #1:
Innovation Consulting Theory



When companies fail, it’s because they 
have stupid/lazy/incompetent managers.
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Corollary #2:
The Stupid Manager Theory



“

Corollary #2:
The Stupid Manager Theory



“
[Steve Ballmer] singlehandedly steered 
Microsoft out of some of the fastest 
growing and most lucrative tech markets.”

”

Corollary #2:
The Stupid Manager Theory



inspired, visionary 

[clients] success

purgatory
dull, myopic

[clients]

Corollary #2:
The Stupid Manager Theory (frog version)



Empathy
“Sensing another’s emotions.” 

Daniel Goleman



Managers often make decisions that inhibit good 
design and innovation, don’t maximize outcomes 
of the firm, and contradict leadership.
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Managers often make decisions that inhibit good 
design and innovation, don’t maximize outcomes 
of the firm, and contradict leadership.
It’s not because they don’t have big ideas.

It’s not because they don’t work hard.

It’s not because they’re stupid.



It’s the institutions.



Company as Collection 
of Rational Agents



Company as 
Complex System



Company as 
Complex System
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“Knowledge” is 
embedded

Authority and 
decisions emerge

No steering wheel

Business model 
is destiny

Made to optimize, 
not create
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Big 
Ideas

Hard 
Work Success+ =

The Dream Big 
Hypothesis of Innovation



“We get that this is not the optimal 
experience [for the customer.] We 
all get that in this room. But we’re 
going to have to pick our battles.”





“The site that once had the best social 
tools, the most vibrant userbase, and 
toppest-notch storage is rapidly passing 
into the irrelevance of abandonment.”





“That’s the number of months it took Palm, 
Inc. to go from the darling of International 
CES 2009 to a mere shadow of itself, a 
nearly anonymous division inside the HP 
machine without a hardware program and 
without the confidence of its owners.”





If Samsung Copied Apple, 
Why isn’t it Worth $600B?

- Eli Dourado

http://elidourado.com/blog/if-samsung-copied-apple/
http://elidourado.com/blog/if-samsung-copied-apple/
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to making elegant products 

“Apple’s real innovation

is putting designers in charge

and building a corporate culture in which

everything is subordinated

that people want to use.” 
- Eli Dourado

http://elidourado.com/
http://elidourado.com/


Innovation
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Innovation

Innovation institutions?

User-centered design process



Innovation

User-centered design process



Corruption

User-centered design process



More of the same

User-centered design process



HYPOTHESIS: 

Companies without good 
innovation institutions will be 
unable to realize the benefits of the 
user-centered innovation process. 



What do
innovation institutions

consist of?



Some thought starters...



Steve would say the general manager structure 
is bullshit,” says Mike Janes, former Apple 
executive. “It creates fiefdoms.”

Innovation Institution #1:
One GM, One P&L

“

Source: Fortune



Innovation Institution #2:
Symbolic Leadership

You can ask anyone in the company what Steve 
wants and you'll get an answer, even if 90% of 
them have never met Steve.”

“

Source: Fortune

Photo: Matthew Yohe
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“
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Declar(ed) that memory chips that 
no one would ever see inside the 
Macintosh computer were ‘ugly. 
The lines are too close together.’”

“

Source: Washington Post

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Matt_Yohe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Matt_Yohe


Innovation Institution #3:
Low Turnover

Relatively few people have left Valve over the 
years. “I get freaked out any time one person 
leaves,” says Gabe Newell, Valve’s chief 
executive. “It seems like a bug in the system.”

Source: New York Times
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